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Tne
mathematics
placement test will be given
Nov. 3 at 3:30 p.m. in Room
101 of Woodward Hall. All
students planning to take
their first mathematics course llow~r than 300 level) in
the spring semester must
take this test.

Ne\N Mexico
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Thur.sc;Jay, ·Oct_ober 28, 1976

Doie-·3aDs Carter Ticket
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Sen. Robert Dole, Republican vice presidential candidate
spoke at the Aibuquerque Convention Cfinter last night.
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Kolbert"Says Apathy
'Caused;by Te8chers
' By Joe Donnelly .
. Jack Kolbert, modern langtlages
professor and city councilman for
tl)e University area, attributes the
apathy of ·students in local
g()vernment tQtheir t.eachers.
Kolbert, who was. elected'"::City
Council president in July 1974, said
in an interview that apathy is one of
the major obst~cles he faces in office.
"Student involvement has been
haphazard, irregular 'and nonexistent," Kolbertsaid.
"l think students are not getting
enough incentiveo from their
teachers. They never emphasize the
importance of going off campus
and getting involved in community
affairs."
Kolbert said he is getting virtually
no help from faculty in areas they
specialize in that is pertinant to city
government such as law, political
science, public administration,
engineering, city planning and
transportation.
"Someone once told me that if
we paid them (faculty), they would
be at the meetings."
He said fatuity members very
seldom "come down" to give input
at meetings on issues unless in
involves lhem directly.
"We did get plenty of faculty
feedback on pornography a11d
obscenity when teachers caine from
the
art
and
philosophy
departments. where they were
concerned about censorship,"
Kolbert said.
He ·said there was also a large
turnout of students at the council
meetings when a bill calling for an
elimination of obscenity and
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Today is the last day ,the
LOBO will be printirtg trivia
· questions. Answers are due in
Marron Hall, Room 138, by 6
p.m. today. Today's trivia
question: Who was Hodgin, for
• whicb·Hodgin Hall was named?
What is the name of the mall in
t'ront of Zimmerman Library?
What is the name of the grov,e of
· trees on the cornel'·of University
ahd Central?

· p()roography sales in Albuquerque
was voted upon last year.·
He said other· issues that- spur
reacti~n from students are rape,,
gay rights and. marijuana
decriminalization. ,: ·
~"Those students who did attend
•
ccontlnucdon Page u)

By Robert R. Lee
Sen. Robert Dole, President
Ford's running mate, delighted a
Republican audience with his
satirical wit at a rally at the
Convention Center last night.

and he wanted to cut $15 billion last
year. (Sen.) Mondale· has voted
against every new weapons system,
and against increasing the defense
budget.''

The
sharp-tongued
Dole,
continuing to employ the campaign
strategy he's been using~in the final
. w.eeks. He concentrated on making
some pointed jabs at the CarterMondale ticket and the Democratic
Party.

Dole also said Carter "used th,e
American, Legion.'' Dole said
Carter told the Legion that he
opp9ses amnesty for draft resisters,
but advocates a "general pardon."
Dole said th~ dictionary definition
of "amnesty" is a "general
pardon."

Dole made a veiled reference to
the "Democratic wars" concept he
'employed during his debate with
Sen. Walter Mondale. Dole, saying
"1 am directing my remarks to the
you'ng men, the mothers and the
grandmothers in the audience,"
asked the crowd to "reflect on the
fact that there is no draft now,"
and that the U.S. iii not involved in
a war.
Dole described President Ford as
"a great and decent man who is
cqncerned about defense and about
peace in the world. We can only
have peace by being strong.''
The .Kansas Republican went on

Taking a shot at Carter on tax
reform, Dole said Carter has stated
that "all income should be treated
alike'' for tax purposes, but that
Carter later told a group of wealthy
businessmen "not to worry about
tax reform.''·
Dole also said that Carter's tax

bill for 1975 was $58,000 and that
Carter w'rote off $41',000 of this
amount under the investment tax
credit. When asked about this
write-off in light of his stand on tax
reform, Dole said Carter replied,
'"That's why our tax laws ought to
be reformed."'
Dole also pounced once more on
Carter's statement that he would
raise ,taxes for those above the
"median'' income level. "He
(Carter) didn't know what the
median is," Dole said, adding that
the median income level is $14,000.
"These are the people for whom
taxes should be lowered,'' Dole
said.

Dole said finally that President
Ford, unlike Carter, "does not
have three positions on every
issue."

UN M Students Select
New . NMOPIRG Board

t<? say that •'Jimmy Carter wants to
cut. five to seven billion dollars
from the defense budget this year,

Sen.atorial Candidate
Chaiges Cori.spiracy
'

,
By Robert R. Lee
Malcolm Dillon, American Independent Party senatorial candidate, will
announce today that he has sent a letter to the U.S. Justice Department in
wl)ich he alleges that "there has been a conspiracy to prevent me and other
independent candidates from getting on the ballot and to prohibit the
voting public the opportunity to hear us and to vote for us."
Dillon told the LOBO yesterday that he would make the announcement
at a press conference this afternoon.
Dillon also said he will publish open letters to Republican senatorial
candidate Harrison Schmitt and former Democratic senatorial candidate
Rich ·Sims, charging them with using underhanded campaign tactics.
The AlP candidate said further that he has sent a Jetter to ~he Federal
·communications Commission asking for an equal-time ruling. Dillon said
Albuquerque's KOB-TV (Ch. 4) has provided coverage for the two major
party candidates "without mentioning any others."
"They (the major-party candidates) have been getting free advertising,
and we feel we should have been given equal time,'' Dillon said.
Concerning his charges against Schmitt, 'Dillon said Schmitt's campaign
committee has been conducting telephone polls of voters and excluding the
opinions Of voters who prefer independent or minor-party candidates
from the results of those polls.
Dillon said, ~<When they (the poll-takers) do find someone who says
he'll Vote f'or me, they won't admit this. They label that person 'undecided.'"
Dlllon·said his son was called by the Schmitt poll, and was told "we
have no place to put that down" when he said he would vote for his father.
·Dillon said he later received a mailing from the Schmitt campaign which
said the Schmitt poll had recorded his son as ''undeCided."
Concerning his letter to Rich Sims, Dillon said Simms at one time
solicited money from the AlP, offering in return to be the AlP senatorial
·
·
candidate. .
Dillon also said tfiat, when the party refused the offer, Sims told party
officials that he would throw his support to the AlP candidate if hi~ own
candidacy didn't get off the ground.
Sims lost the Democratic primary to incumbent Sen. Joseph Montoya.
Dillon said he recently received a maiHng; sent out in Sims' name and paid
for by the Montoya for Senator Club, in which Sims asks his supporters to
r~lly behind Montoya.
Dillon s~id further that Sims' letter specifically states that supporters of
Sims should vote for Montoy·a ''in order tq keep me (Dillon) from taking
·
votes from Montoya."
The Sims letter says, in part, that ~··sen. Montoya has welcomed us
(Sims' supporters) into the Democratic Party ... " The letter states further
.that "We should rally together to make sure our political opponents in the
· ·
minor party don't upset the applecart.''
1
'0ur answer is that he (Sims) was bought out," Dillon said.

The new board of. directors for the New Mexico Public Interest Research
Group (NMPlRG) were unofficial y selected yesterday with 265 students
voting in ttie elections. The results will not be official until the· next board
meeting Nov. 3.
1
The students chosen for the board and their vote totals are Andrea
Smith (177), Jeff Taylor (159), Peter Cubra (112), Steve Durick (109)
Nanci Piochi (103) and Julia Rosner (106). Rosner will be filling th;
vacated seat on the board of directors until next spring while the other
members will serve out a one-year term.
Other cand.idates and their results are Suzanne Cully {76), Deborah
Grout (75), Jeremiah T. Foley Ill (55) and Paul F. Rod bell (38).
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Bionic Provost?
And yet ·another applicant showed up for the No. 2
position at UNM. His qualifications are an iron will and a
steel-eyed gaze.
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By Presbyteri'an Hospital Center

As Fi'ni'sh Comes i'n Si'ght

Carter a He·ro, Ford Hopeful
By United Press International
Fifth Avenue and into Garment home-state Michigan, Texas and
New York gave Democrat Jimmy Center for a rally,
California. The nine states have
Carter a hero's welcome as tens of
Police estimated that l 0,000- · 241" electoral votes and it takes 270
thousands poured into the streets to IS,OOOlined Fifth Avenue as Carter to win.
cheer him Wednesday but President and his wife, Rosalynn, standing in
Pollster George Gallup, whose
Ford said he has the momentum an open limousine, moved 20 first voter survey goes back to
going that will , bring him a blocks down the parade route and 1935, said that the last few weeks
"Truman" upset victory election . another 60,000 to 70,000 crammed show "a greater shift of opinion
day.
. three blocks in the midtown Gar- has heen registered ·in the present
With six days left, Ford and Car- ment Center.
race than in any in which we have
ter shifted their nonstop campaigns
With genuine wonderment in his ever been involved."
to the populous east coast. Both voice, Carter said, ''This is an aiJAddressing a luncheon at the
were elated at the crowds who solutely unbelievable outpouring of National
Press
Club
in
swarmed them in the final stage of confidence."
Washington, Gallup said the
their fight for the presidency.
New York reporters said it was televised debates have renewed inSeeking the, state's 41 electoral the biggest presidential campaign terest in the election 11nc\ added
votes and hoping to nail down the rally since John Kei:medy appeared "our survey data at this point
backing of Catholics, liberals. and there in the closing wee~s of the would indicate it is helping
labor, Carter received the biggest 1960 campaign, Carter holds a President Ford."
reception. of his 22-month cam- nine-point edge in _the state acPollster Louis Harris, who also
paign as his motorcade rolled down cording to the latest New York addressed the luncheon, said the
election "is up for grabs."
Daily News poll.
Carter, who once held a 35 perFord was equally elated as he
campaigned on Atlantic City'.s centage-point margin over Ford in
New Mexico
famed
boardwalk
and
in the Harris Survey, now has a three
Philadelphia in sunny but chilly to four point edge. The Gallup
DAILY LOBO
Poll, which also showed Carter
weather.
Vol. 81
No. 49
A crowd of about 1,500 Grushed with a huge lead during the sumBox 20, University P ,0., UNM
around Ford on the boar- mer, currently places him six points
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
dwalk-about two dozen were · ahead of the President.
Editorial Phone: (505) 277-4102,
pushed over the roped area-and
In Atlantic City, Ford said at the
277-4202.
'
the President shouted, "JeFry loves airport that "I think we've got lots
The New Me:&o DOlly Lobo Is publishc'd
Jersey and I mean it from the bot- of momentum" and compared his
Monday through Friday every regular week. or
the University year and weekly during the sumtom of my heart.
race to Harry Truman's upset over,
mer session by the Board or Student PubliC'll.tlons
"There are nine states where we Thomas Dewey in 1948.
of the University of New Mc:<ico, and is not
liniwciully associated with UNM. Second class
are a point or two ahead of Carter
postoge paid at Albuquerque, New McKico
87t:H, Subscription rate Is $10,00 for the
or a point or two behind," Ford
academic year.
said. "They are the key to vic-·
The opiniQns expressed on the editorial pages
of The Dall)l Lob9 are those or the author solely.
tory."
Unsigned opinion is thai of the editorial board of
Tlw Dtrfly Lobo, Not~lng printed In The Daily
He ticked off the pivotal states as
Lobo necessarily represents llic views of the
University of New Mexico.
New Jersey, Pennsylvanh, New
York, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana,
GENEVA, Switzerland (UP I) Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian 1
Smith said Wednesday he will
release political prisoners only if
Black nationalists pledge to stop
terrorist attacks, according to
diplomats at the Rhodesia peace
conference.
Black leaders had put the
prisoner-release issue high on a list
of their demands for the
''
conference,
which
begins
Thursday.
Despite the political skirmishing
that marked the week of
preparations for the talks,
Conference Chatrman Ivor Richard
showed surprising optimism on the
eve of the negotiations. "I don't
think anybody has said anything
this week that surprised me," he
said.
In Salisbury, Rhodesian Security
Markham Sl-,1e lnnovalor Producls-ond Hair Designs ore available at:
Forces
reported guerrilla attacks
'
'
have
killed
seven people in the past
7804 Central SE
two days. Troops killed two
INTERNATIONAL
guerrillas and a Black civilian, and
Hair Designers
a man who confessed that he had
aided terrorists hanged himself in
(or
jail.
Men&Women
On the demand for the release of

I·

I

By United Press lnter'nationai·

US To Demand MIA Li'st
WASHINGTON-Secretary of State Henry A, Kissinger has
pledged the United States will demand Hanoi give an accounting of
Americans missing ·in action before it discusses diplomatic
recognition of Vietnam, the American Legion said Wednesday.

Gurney Innocent of Lyi'ng
ORLANDO, Fla.-Former Sen. Edward J. Gurney was found innocent Wednesday on the last of seven charges brought against him
while in office two years ago.
A jury of eight men and four women deliberated one hour and 18
minutes before finding the former Republican member of the Senate
Watergate Committee innocent on a charge oflying to a federal grand
jury in Jacksonville in 1974.

Mi'lk Caused Chi'ld Di'sease
ALBANY, N. Y.-The State Health Department said Wednesday a
batch of locally proce~sed chocolate milk was the probable source of a
bacterial infection which struck school children in the Oneida County
.
community of Holland Patent.
Fifty children contracted the illness earlier· this month with several
undergoing unnecessary appendectomies because its symptoms mimic
those of appendicitis.

Clay To Repay Government

Govt. Prisoners
Released If
Terrorism Halts

Ask

Peter

Lawford

(

r

WASHINGTON-The Justice Department announced Wednesday
that Rep. William Clay, D-Mo., has agreed to pay the government
$1,754.24 as full restitution of overcharges for the cost of travel to his
district.
~-·

Newspapers Getting Expensi've
ANN ARBOR, Mich.-The Board .of Directors of Booth
-Newspapers, Inc. announced Wednesddy it has accepted an offer by
newspaper magnate S.I. Newhouse to buy controlling interests of
Booth for $47 a share.
Industry analysis said the $259-million acquisition was the largest
in newspaper history.

Carter Not Trusted by All
LOS ANGELES-Herbert Hafif, former cochairman of Jimmy
Carter's National Steering Committee, took out a newspaper advertisement Wednesday to say he believes the Democratic presidential
nominee cannot be trusted. ·
.
Hafif, a southern California lawyer and one-time Republican who
unsuccessfully sought the 1974 Democratic nomination for Governor,
spent $8,500 for a-full-page ad in the Los Angeles Times that he composed himself. Carter dropped Hafif after the California primary in
June for being "divisive."
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'Nov.17&18

OPEN ANEW
WORLD FOR
YOURSELF:
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prisoners, Smith. sent a message
Wednesday evening to Richard,
Britain's representative to the
United Nations.
Rhodesian officials de~lined to
reveal its contents; but diplomats at
th~ conference said "it would be
safe tQ._assume" Smith linked any
consideration of releasing political
detainees to the question of
·terrorism. "Certain" prisoners
cannot be released until terrorism
stops, the diplomats said.

,

Meeting of ASUNM Finance Committee Thurs ••
Oct. 28at2 p.m. in Rnt. 231 SUB. Publicinvilcd.

International Center Lecture Series presents Pror.
Albert E. Utton, speaking on "'General Aspects of In·
ternational Law/' Thurs., Oct. 28 at 3:30p.m. at In·
temational Center.
Alpha Centura, a Star Trek group, will hold a bake
sale at the Wyoming Mall shopping cenler Sat. 1 Oct.
30from 9a.m. to Sp.m.
Chicano Law Oay Thurs., Oct. 30 from J to 3 p.m.
at the Law School.
· The annual Slumber Party Nominating Convention
and party Will be Sat,, Oct. 30 at 8 p.m. at 218 Vassar
SS. Come on, sleepers, join u.s,
"

·. u.s. OR

I

Coalition to Ease World Hunger will meet tn front
of SUB Sunday to trick or treat for dona1ions for
World Neighbors Development Programs. Further
lnfonnatio'n will be at a table in front of the SUB
Friday.

Kiva Club wlll hold a weiner roast Sat., Oct. JO at
4:30 p.m. Donations of SJ should be left with Bob
Mondragon at the Native American Center.
Election Commission wilr meet f'ri.i Oct. 29 at 2:30
p.m. in Rm. 230 SUB, AU students invited.
•

portailt 'that all members attend. Others are welcome.
Latin American Studies will hold important
business meeting Thurs •• Oct. 28 at 4 p.m. in Ortega
1-tall third floor lllunge. The party and Nov. film
series will~ on agenda.

LENTON: MALRV
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 18

..

"·AROUNDTHE
·WORLD.·-

*8 Y!!ars experience as legislator
*chairman of the educat"ion committee
· *introduced statewide
Kindergarten Bill
*supports a H!ghter: Education
funding formula
*will continue to support mote money ~
for.UNM ·. .
. '
,·

•

.

· DEP.END ON~4 PERSON WHO'.S DOING THE JOB

. paid for by Concerned Cltl~iif.ill for Melry'a Re·elett!on. Ben.Ra~kob, chairman;Zora Hesse,
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UNM Medical Students
Practice in Rural Areas
By Karen Moses
This year for the first time the
UNM Medical School has made it
mandatory for its fourth-year
students to practice at least four
weeks ·in a rural community in New
Mexico.
This preceptorship progrp.m
began five years ago on a voluntary
basis to encourage students to
eventually practice in rural areas,
said Ann Starks, administrator for
the preceptorship program. In
1971 •. because of the great need for
physicians in rural areas, the
medical school applied for and
received a five-year Health,
Education and Welfare grant to
finance the program.
The students are sent to one of 42
. preceptorship sites in New Mexico.
They actually live in the area,
practice their skills, study the
political and social aspects of life in
the area, and view first-hand the
life of a rural physician.
The students usually either live in
the hospital or stay with a doctor's
family. However, several of the
sites
have
the
-students'
accomodations in such places as the
"local monastery. Those not having
a place to stay are given a living
allowance by the medical school.
"Most
students
were
uninterested in. :working in a rural
area because they thought it would
be boring or that only second-rate
physicians would practice there,"

Starks said. By forcing the students
to view a rural physician's life firsthand, these myths are soon
dispelled.
"The students soon· realize that
rural medicine takes an e,xtremely
skilled physician. He must not only
be able to treat the patients'
physical needs but many times their
emotional ones as well," she said.
"A rural physician is more inclined
to treat the patient as a person
instead of just a case."
· The students appear to enjoy the
program, Starks said. For the firsttime they can use their skills
without the high-powered medical
school looking over their shoulders.
They are given the chance to make
decisions for themselves and this
·helps build their confidence.
However, the physician must
always be within possible physical·
contact. This is stipulated in the
insurance policy which protects the
medical school and students against
any libel suits.
"So far, the program has been a .
resounding success," Starks said.
One example is Taos which was
considered a physician-underserved
area five years ago. Several of the
students who served their
preceptorship there have since
returned. Taos now averages 750
patients to one physician while the
national average is about 2000 to
one physician.

''We Slipped Our Disco"

ALL,6.98

UNM Law School
1117 Stanford NE, Rm. 10
Phone 217-6420

Saturday, Oct. 30
1:00 - 3:00pm

UNM Law School will be on hand to discuss:
• Scholarships and Financial Aids
• The Legal Profession
• The AC~EO Summer Program
• The. Study of Law
• Law School Admissi,ons

lp~s in the

stote now

J3.99

Eagles, Doobies, Walon Jennings, Fleetwood
mac, -America, Led Zepplin, Heart, Wat
And R Storefull more!

ALL,7.95

J4.99

(8-tro.ck & Co.ss.)

Higher Priced music
.Equally Reduced

POSTER SALE
BUY ONE
GET ONE

CHICANO
COLLEGE STUDENTS and
COLLEGE GRADUATES
are invited to attend a

CONFERENCE on
CHICANO
enrollment in
LAW SCHOOL

SALE

Here are a few examples:

UNM Judo Club will hold its regular meetings Sat.,

RE-ELECT·

Jrenur r. · · ··

0

()

Oct. 30 at 1 p.m. in Rm. 142 of Johnson Gym. fm-

.SEE,HOW FAR &
YOUR SKILLS &
DEGREE WILL
TAKE 'YOU•
ACROSS tHE

..

Find out your polling place. A table will be ser11p in
front of the SUB Thurs. 1 Oct. 28 and f'ri., Oct. 29 to
provide necessary information.

NEW ORLEANS (UPI)-The captain of a ferryboat rammed and sunk
in the Mississippi River last week was drinking on the job and would have
been legally drunk in most states, according to a coroner's report released
Wednesday.
·
"He definitely had to have been drinking while working because alcohol
is e~creted from our bodies so quickly,'' said Dr. Frank Minyard, Orleans
Pansh coroner.
·
Minyard's. ruling was announced at a news conference minutes after a
survivor of the predawn collision told a Coast Guard hearing the ferryboat
George Prince cut its engines and appeared to be on a suicide mission when
it was rammed by the 664-foot Norwegian tanker Frosta Oct. 20.
Authorities recovered the bodies of 71 victims of the collision near
Lu~ing, La .., 30 miles upriver from New Orleans. Anoth"r 27 persons
beheved to be aboard the ferry are missing.
Minyard, who conducted an autopsy on Capt. Eugene 'Aulette, said the
captain had .09 per cent alcohol in his blood, .0 I per cent below the legal
definition of being druhk in Louisiana. The same level in many other
states would be high enough to classify a person legally intoxicated.
"A lot of state,s have a .07 level," said a state police spokesman. "What
it really means is that we can consume a lot more before you are legally intoxicated in Louisiana."
Minyard said Aulette was at the end of his eight-hour shift when the
tanker Frosta rammed the ferry and fatigue, coupled with the alcohol,
could have affected the captain's performance.
. "It's an impossibility to say how much it slowed him down," Minyard
said. "All I can say is that his ability to handle that boat was impaired by
the alcohol apd the fatigue."
At the fourth day of hearings into the disaster, Kenneth Becknel, one of
the 18 survivors, said engines on the 120-foot ferry were turned off just
before the collision.
"It seemed as though it was some kind of suicide thing," Becknel said.
"As soon as I saw the tanker was going to hit, [the ferry] cut its engines.
With the engines,. we might have made it."

SGie Runs From
ThursdGy Oct. 28

To
SundGy Oct. 31
Houis
monda_y - Frida_y
9:30 to 9:00
Saturda_y ·
9:30 to 6:00
Sunda_y
12:00 to 5:00

(of some price)

FREE
We're

At

The
East End

Of
Coronado Center

Daily LOBO

Perspective

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

OPINION

Solar: Face The In-evitable'

I

By Martin Nix
Nuclear energy, for the past 30 years, has been
Except' for ur,nium; oil, gas and coal come
down trying to prove it is inexpensive and
tied
from the same pic. 'l-the sun.
safe. Yet with just a few million dollars in the last
The size of the sun is much bigger than any
few years solar technology has been making
uranium reserve, and plutonium (whiqh is named
after the god of the underworld) is the only . astounding breakthroughs.
If we took all the wood cut this year (wood is a
energy source which. does not come from the
of solar ·energy), and converted it to gas,
form
sun. The sun is literally a ball of pure energy
that would be enough to run the entire U.S.
floating in space-all we have to do is get it.
There is enough wind power in New England and
But "why all this insanity over reactors? I can't
the Pacific Northwest to run the entire region.
believe that 60 per cent of the UNM studen~
If the same amount of money that would have
body supports nuclear. research, despite the
been
spent on the Utah coal power plants were
possibility of terrorist theft of nuclear fuel,
spent instead on home insulation, four times as
despite the coming uranium shortages, and
much energy COJ.lld be s,aved. Despite claims to
' despite the fact that mankind must store highly
the contrary, solar energy can run the entire
radioactive waste for 1,000 generations and
country-if
certain economic interests will let us.
more.
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Interview by George Gesner
for their fine progressive country
Clam mania might be a ·sound, the group's iofluences tend
subculture or the start of something to shift toward rock 'n' roll and
big for a group in Albuquerque jazz.
that's breaking out,.. of their shell.
Shelford cited, Charlie Christian
It's something newwou might_say as an influence and Bodmer
for the six members' of the Clams: .. mentioned Stevie'Wonder. Shorey
yet, they've all been in the music and Smith seemed to agree that
business for some time.
Captaio Beefheart and Frank
Mark "Shorelyne" Shorey, born Zappa were influences.
in England, is the lead vocalist and
Wollmaon said she patterned
top composer for the Clams. Mark herself after Corey Wells of Three
was coached. by Michael McGuiness Dog Night and Ian Gillian of Deep
of the New Christy Miostrels.
Purple. Sciarrotta, a new addition
Mark "Shellfish" Shelford, the to the band, said he was influenced
only native New Mexican in the by the Beatles. '
band, is the lead gaitarist even
The group has an extra thing
though he played some trumpet and going for them in their favor. The
trombone in the University of New Clams add wit and happiness to
Mexico Jazz Band.
their mtlsic. They'll talk to the
The youngest member of the audience, throw away the
group is 21-year .old Carm inhibitions as they entertain not
Sciarrotta 'on drums. Carm has only with their music, but their
played with Winterstreet, Bronco crazy antics on stage.
BobandXit.
The group on a sudden impulse
The bass ace is Jeff Smith, the might go off into a Zappa routine,
godfather of the group since he an oldie but goodie, or some other
named them the Clams.
prank that will warrant at least a
The talented man behind the chuckle. ·The Clams enjoy
keyboards in Arnold Bodmer. themselves on stage and open their Ftont: Jeff Smith, Ccum Sclcwotta; ffilddle: ffiatk Shelfotd, Arnold Sodmet; Sack:
•
ffiatk Shotey

What Does Dumas' Review Review?
take a shot at the American program, such as American
Studies Department, he would Studies, is involved in an
do better to write a letter or an ongoing process of selfarticle on American Studies it· . definition, an exploration of difself and not try to get in his licks ferent .
approaches
to
in the glib final paragraph of a · knowledge and experience. In"review" that pretends to be stead of apologizing to Mr.
about something else.
Dumas for that, I prefer to
regard it as a sign of life, a
Second, Mr. Dumas' final human alternative to the inswipes at meditation and back· tellectual fossilization for which
bought for home consumption .. packing leave .me wondering Mr. Dumas apparently speaks. I
We would go further, however, and what he does for exercise (of
work to remove the sales tax on · either kind) besides read and also appreciate the scholarship
medicine and health services. Any write. Perhaps he is of that and the support (including inloss of revenue could easily be rarifed school of scholarship · telligent criticism) of many
made up by an increase on uranium that believes we ought not to teachers and students at UNM
and other minerals extracted and return to the earth or the sky who are not part of the
sent out of the state.
when we die; rather we should . American Studies Department.
Adequate food and health care
Unlike Mr. Dumas, they have no
should be human rights. The sales be glued, bound, and shelved defensive need to belittle
tax hits poor and working people away among all the other rare anything different from 'them·
hardest. They spend a larger per- books. In Mr. Dumas' case, I selves.
centage of their income on these should say exotic thespian ar·
Ed Mahoney
tifacts.
necessities than do the wealthy.
Graduate
Student
PIRG is circulating petitions
Any
interdisciplinary
American Studies
against the food tax. It is something
that affects us all and is well worth
signing. The Socialist Party of New OOONESBURY
·by Garry Trudeau
Mexico~ will be helping to circulate ·
these petitions.
The LOBO ~ printed an announcement for our October 19
meeting in Lip Service on the 20th. ·
Made it hard for people to get there
on time. Many of us at UNM are
fed up with both the Democrats
and the Republicans. Ford and Car·
ter together will get less than half of
• t.he eligible voters in this election.
The LOBO has ali obligation to
provide better coverage of the
other major candidates running in _
this election and actively supported
by some of the campus community. Frank Zeidler was the
Mayor of Milwaukee from 1948 to
1960 and is a major candidate. -··e
lack of news coverage of our ~ .y
and other candidates such as McCarthy makes it impossible for any
MAY I ASK
other candidate to hl!Ve a chance
}at
A QU!is- ANYagainst Ford and Carter. The
ISHG NO,
710N,
o!OAN/e? 7HIN6!
PAI/J? fliP.
Socialist Party of New Mexico asks
\
I
people not to waste their votes on
the two parties of Big Business and
Big Government. Vote for Frank
Zeidler for President November 2.
·
Jimmy Higgins

Rex, Linda Ronstadt, Trapeze,
Fleetwood Mac and, naturally,
original Clam songs.

Editor:
I want to comment briefly on
Mr. Alan Dumas' very topical
review
of William Shainer's
.
talents in th&- Monday, Oct. 18,
•L ~\.lOUG~ Of
Af-60~1!'/F~Y
km'
issue of the LOBO.
111~ VA611WO Wf~ DlJfOf1H~ G~l''
·
First, if someone wants to
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Socialist Party Urges Zeidler( Tax Cut

'

'~

![:

against non-anglos. We support
the Bar Exam Litigation Committee
in their suit against the bar exam
and encourage others to do
likewise.
The Party also yoted,to endorse
the 'effort begun by the UNM Public
Interest Research Group (PIRG) to
abolish the sales tax on food

Editor:
At the October 19 meeting of the
Frank Zeidler for President Cam·
paign, the Bernalillo County branch
of the Socialist Party of New
Mexico voted to ·endorse the effort
to abolish the State Bar Exam. '
We agree that the bar exam has
shown a pattern of discrimination

.'1

!'

1

Senator States Stand
On Marijuana Issue

~:

'
: ~.

Editor:
Let me clear up a few things about the marijuana issue. Because I have
been the one who has been receiving the most attention as the opposition
to the resolution, I feel the students should know my position on the issue.
Firstly, I have never said that I, personally, was against the
decriminalization. The opposite is true. I am, in' fact, in favor of
decriminalizing marijuana for possession of less than an ounce.
However, I feel, contrary to the opinion of the LOBO editor, that )>yen·
dorsing the lobby effort of NORML, we W1l oe hurting the ASUNM lobby
effort. ASNM (Associated Students of N.M.) had discussed the possibility
of lobbying for this and is undecided. I do not think that ASUNM should
lobby .for or endorse NORML this year without the support of ASNM.
Should ASNM decide to lobbyior the decriminalization, then I would vote
to ratify the resolution. If NORML wishes to lobby for its cause, more
power to t~em.
I personally would rather see our efforts go to better facilities, and an in·
creased teaching staff. We should support a lower studef!t·faculty ratio,
and facilities to replace the WWI surplus we are now forced to use in cer·
tain circ4mstanc~s. I gue5s it's all a matter of priorities.
Celia V. Knight
ASUNM Senator
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Letter~

.2gi>nion Policy

1 · •••~anu-uumuimlllllllllllllllimin

·

llillllllllllllllllmlnitlimmimmnm•u

Letters to the editor ...
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 2~0 words,
typewritt~n· and double spaced.
.
Sender's name, affilress ann phone number must be included
with the letter or it will not be considered for publication.
Names will be withheld only by agreement with the editor, in
person.
.
.
···
• ·If letter is from a group, please include a name, phone num·
her and address of a group member.

a

Board

ediWrf!lli . re~lent ·,
mijoriljl dplni6n of.... ,Doily lebo
S&lff .• A•.. othet colu.,~, ¢4rtoont
.nd- ..... ~· the opinion'
· ,of dM IUthor and dq not necetur\~
reflect· the "ieula of N stiff.
Ur..tgned

· ~ditor· in-Chic I
S~;~san Walton .

.Photo Editor
Wendeli .T. Hunt:

hearts and minds and shells to all
their clam fans.
In one set you can hear the Clams
do Buck Owens, Stevie Wonder,
Kiki Dee, Eagles, David Bowie, T-

f

Bo.ndsto.nd

l

Bandstand has been appearing
in the Lobo for six weeks on
Thursdays for the sole purpose
of giving the readers a chance to
examine the New Mexico music
scene. Every Thursday Banddates tries to give a large enough
list of entertainers throughout
the city and where they are
playing as a service to the
readers. Bandstand interviews
are run every two weeks of
Thursday to let you look inside
the musician and see what makes
them tick. This week we talked
to Tivoli and the Clams who will
play our free concert. If they're
weathered out they'll be playing
at Ned's Friday night. Tivoli's at
Nastys.
G.G.

Shorey said you would have to
move out of New Mexico to have
hopes of making it. Sciarrotta said
New Mexico is a "wasteland of
musicians." He mentioned that to
keep the band fresh, they try to do
different things.
Bodmer · also stressed the
importance of competition by
mentioning the fact that everywhere

;' !' '

·. ,·
' ,I
. '

'

Denise Wollman,

he travelled there were numerous
bands and the competition was very
rigid.
When asked about the future of
the band, the quiet lead guitarist
Shelford who isn't so quiet when he
joins in the. four part harmonies,
said, "We're all gonna kill
ourselves." Then there was a big
discussion on which way was the
right way to die. No one mentioned
poisoned cl~m chowder.
Shorey, in a serious moment said
the band would be doing more
.theatrics using music as a vehicle.
The band is stepping in the right
direction
they march closer to
that pot of gold called success.

as

(Continued on Page 7)
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Presents

The
Wet T -shirt
Contest

~
~

Starting Thurs. Oct. 28
And Continuing For The
Next 6 Thursdays.

'

Tuesday Thru Sunday

Ladies 2 for 1
7-9
·Now Appearing:
Frank Larrabee

2 Winners Every Week
Will Win 2 Free Dinners
At The Tram and Will Be
Eligible For The
Grand Prize:

Don't Forget The Hog's Breath

Great Lunches 11-2:30
\

1 Week's faid
Vacation In Hawaii!
Elliot's Will Provide The T-Shirts.
Call First Or Just Be There Thurs.

Sothletters to the editor and opinions a:~;e subject to e'diting
for length and for. possibly libelous content. Letters may be
mailed to the LOBO, P.O. Box 20, UNMt.87131 or delivered to
the LOBO newsroom, room 138, _Mal'ron Hall. .

Editorial

Bodmer, born in Switzerland,
toured and recorded in Germany,
recorded for an L.A. group called
360 Degrees and recorded two
albums with the local-group Mud.
He was hi. Mud for four years.
The crystal voiced female vocalist
of the group is Denise Wollmann.
Denise· is'frm:h Cleveland, Ohio,
likes to compose and has jammed
with Cookie V. and Bo Diddley.
She's also jammed with Three Dog
Night, Rush, Wildman Fisher, and
Wishbone Ash on a friendly basis.
As can be seen by the credentials,
the Clams have the talent potential
required
to
be . one
of
Albuquerque's top groups. The
group stresses the importance in
playing a variety of styles of music,
and say they play anything from
space jazz to traditional country.
The group with all its talent is
trying to break into · the
entertainment
scene
in
Albuquerque. The group has been
playing all over New Mexico.
Although the group may be known

Wollmann adds a priceless
dimension to the band with her
resonant sailing voice. She said
"I've always wanted to sing. It is
the only thing I want to do."
Wollman reflected on her first
audition saying she was really
scared, but got over it singing with
the likes of Diddley and Cookie V.
Wollman pondered on the music
scene in Albuquerque and said that
it may take a couple years for it to
start progressing. She said there
aren't enough clubs in Albuquerque
at the present time. She said "what
a band needs is real good

competition." She said in such
places as California, there are a lot
of bands resulting in good
competition. She said that the good
musicians in Albuquerque are
spread around the city. "You'll see
that most bands have one
outstanding musician," Wollmann
said.
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Manaqing Editor.
Tere~a Coin.

Arts Et Media
Ken Walston

Ne~s Editor

Joseph Donnelly

Sports· Editor

· ~irn Gallagher

As~. News Editor
David lin. Flynn

Adifer1;ising Manager
Harry Chapman
, Copy Editor
Karen Moses
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UNCLE NASTY'S
"A Good Place To Make Friends" •

The Mitchell SAND AMP was designed lor
the guitar player desiring a fat full. range
sound with good sustain and remarkable pro·
jection ... But without that back-braking size.
Unlike most amps this unit is tully equipped
with effects-send and return jacks for connecting external sound effect without loading
the guitar signal, The best feature of all Is its
size and that terrific mid-range and bass
response-so important In achieving a full
fat punch lead sound. Like all Mitchell guitar
modules, the sand.amp has sand in the walls
of the cabinet, this eliminates harmonics In
the cabinet.
The special port design and sand-dampenIng incorporated In this cabinet will boost the
audlto output. Also fiberglass lamination is
featured Inside the cabinet, offering durability
and strength. Instead of grill cloth which can
tend to dampen high, a heavy-gauge metal
screen Is used with a latch front cover lor
total protection. The' sand amp also performs
excellently with plano, synthesizer, and steel
guitar.
·
Black or .
White Vinyl
$400
Natural Wood
With cover
$450
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During the first set, David
McKee, the drummer, seemed to
lean too much toward the snare and
the highhat. As the evening
progressed, McKee answered with
some crisp punches that seemed to
pull everything together.
Michael Jones' bass more than
just steady and solid, is an
accomplishment in animation.
Jones wrote the music for a
Gertrude Stein play presented by
the University of Albuquerque
called "Dr. Faustus Lights the
Lights."

MITCHELL SAND AMP.

.

more alive and a little jam-oriented
but not at the sacrifice of the· tune
they were playing.
Skip Wiggins plays an impressive
lead guitar, pulling and leaning on
every note, resulting in tasty rolls of
high energy. Skip displays a good
vocal approach when he sings lead,
Kara Brazis, who modeled in
London· for a year, plays an
enthusiastic piano. Her vocals
showed a lot of talent and good
potential, but lacked some zip.

Interview by Chris Hammond
"Tivoli" has changed ftom the
hotel circuit to gigs at Okie's, Hog's
Breath, Headquarters, fraternities
and now Uncle Nasty's.
Jim Rives of Uncle Nasty's said
that while "Tivoli" was still doing
the hotel circuit, their audition was
not Uncle Nasty material, but they
have since changed their repertoire.
All the members of the band
agree that the atmosphere is better.
They are allowed to be looser,
which is more appealing to them
and to their new-found audience.
Listening to thein play, it seemed
that the looser they were, the better
the;y played.
·
·
The first set was a lot of popular
mate.rial, for instance Fleetwood
Mac's hit "Rhianon.·"
Succeeding sets, however, were

Tony Brazis played a good bass
for one number, but his forte is
rhythm guitar. Although mostly
chords, Tony does not confine
himself to laying down a cohesive
background.
_Tony said he has been playing
guitar for 11 years and it shows.
Tony also sings lead vocals; they
are clean and crisp, somewhat like
Peter Frampton.
"Tivoli" has a good sense of
timing and tone. The mikes are
controlled through a mixing board,
and the musicians seem to have
found their own mix. Musically,
they blend all the way across.
Skip, Tony and Kara have been
working together for a year.
Michael joined five months ago,
and David has been with the band
about six weeks.
I think with a little more time
together in their new performing
format they will be a tight group.
As yet, they are still trying. The
potential is definitely there.
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-------------~--------------------------Compiled by George Gesner
Clams are featured on Bandstand
(Clamstand) this week, They'll be
opening on the Mall by the bell for
a free concert from 3:30 to 5:30

for the homecoming event since the
Eagles flew the coop.
Tivoli plays the hits at Uncle
•
Nasty's at 4418 E. Central this
week. See Chris Hammond's
interview on page 6.
Raw Honey could have been a
good all girl band from Denver.
They've got a girl behind the mike,
one behind the bass, one holding
the lead guitar and one tickling the
keys, but somebody with a
p.m. tommorow with good music
. mustache is scratching the drum
and crazy antics. The LOBO is
heads. They're all at Alfalfa's at
sponsoring the two-hour event and
5001
Lomas. Say hello to
we want people to attend and
Carnahan.
experience the Clams. It· should
Kansas Rain pours out some
warm you up for the free (PEC)
bluegrass,
folk and show music at
Homecoming dance in the SUB
Chelsea Street Pub in the Coronado
Ballroom, 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. Now all
Shopping Center. The group is not
we have to hope for is some nice
from Kansas, they're from Dallas,
weather·.
·
Tex.
Starberry presents The Fabulous
Los Copacabana is the casa band
Baloney Jones at Bison Tentative
at
the Copacabana Club at 5914 E.
next to Carrara's on Cornell. It
If you see Ginger and Fred
Central.
sounds crazy and it's all happening
there
say
"hello."
this Friday and Saturday.
Traveller
rocks out with the same
Full Circle rounds out the
high
voltage
music. The four music
entertainment this week at the Bird
wizards play in the SUB Friday
of Paradise Restaurant & Lounge at
night for the Homecoming dance
5211 Gibson SE.
Doyle Holly is hot off the Las
Twang Brothers play some Texas honoring lost Eagle scouts.
Vegas circuit and he's a live wire at swing at the Golden Inn this
UNM Marching Band unlashed.
the country place, Caravan East at Tliursday and Friday behind the ol' their powerful big band sound in
7707 E. Central.
·
Tempe, Ariz., in front of 45,000
Sandia Mountains.
Jasmine blooms out electric rock
Watermelon Mountain Jug Band happy fans. The band is gaining
Friday night at the Homecoming plays their good time music at a followers everyVJhere they go. The.
dance in the SUB that was' made variety of places. Saturday night group has played in front of 96,000
possible by the sudden flight home they'll be raising hell at the Golden persons this year; 4,000 more
of the Eagles.
Inn and come back to town on persons and I'll start a fan club.
Gold Rush is panning out some Sunday' to play at Headquarters The band will be performing for
fine progressive country music this (formerly Pepino's) on CentraL
your dining and drinking pleasure
week at Apollo's Bar and Lounge at
Cadillac Bob likes to play a little at the Homecbming game
931 San Mateo NE.
of everything and the UNM Saturday. Dave B.: the UNM
' Winters!reet is a variety rock 'n'. neighborhood night spot Okies Marching Band and the LOBO
roll band playing at the New Blue likes bands that play a little bit of ~taff send you our wishes.
Spruce Lounge at 7200 E. Central.
everything and that's why the
Moonrise plays their brand of Cadbos are there. They play til
lunar songs at the Extra Point Saturday.
Lounge at 7709 E. CentraL They'il
Enjoy the disco band at Okies
be doing a variety of numbers on staring next week.
Friday and Saturday night.
Fiver is a mod squad rockerSwamproots have set their seeker band out of Denver that
country roots at the Hitchin' Post blast 'out some hard rock music so
at 6312 W .- Central. You can see their folks back home can hear
what the Swamproots are all about them. They're playing at Pratt's
in Russ Parson's interview in the Triangle Lounge.
Oct. 7 "Bandstand."
Organization plays for a variety
Los Chavos is a full piece Latin of ears at the Tender Trap at 5600
rock band and they're laying down E. Central Ave.
the heavy sound at the Latin
Planets are playing their
Quarter at 5402 W. Central. ·
perfected style of rock 'n' roll this
Aalon is coming in from Los week at Ned's on Central, but on
Angeles this week at Minnesota Friday instead of vibrating Ned's
Chubby's at 4100 E. Central Ave. walls, they will be providing
This band has. had the distinction of entertainment at the SUB Ballroom
being a back-up band for War.
along with Jasmine and Traveller
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... Homecoming Bo.ndsto.nd
(Conilnued !rom
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Clams will be g1vmg the
University population a chance to
catch a glimpse of their Clams act.
Weather permitting, the clambake
lasts from 3:30 to 5:30p.m. It's free
and sponsored by the Daily LOBO.

The clams leave Clamstand with a
final thought.

"The Clams do Clam-thing~
And When They Jam
They Make the Sky Sing ...
Sing Sky!!!"

---------------·

Anthropology lllil) Jnl.'cting \\ill prc~cnt Dr. Loui~c

l.amnherc on "Women: Subordinate or c~ual?"
lhur ... , Oct . .:!R at 7:l0 p.m. in Rm. 122 Mit.:hc.'ll
Hall.

UNM t'nllm1uium o,pcakcr Dr. Nid11lh.1'> ~hur!

\,m

b(! ~peaking '[1111!\,, O:::t. ~Hat J 1:,0 a.m. nn "Smnc
Prin~ipleloof Rclnl1lc Scm.inr hum S.udh!C', ;mt.l ,\u
..:rafl" In NC!rlhrD[l HuU, Rm. 122.

\Vagon Wh;>cll.,quar.- I>Jn~·l· c luh '" d.m~m~· m !he
( i:ltlr Ill f lolo.!tn,l CH.'r~· l hur•.d;l\ CHIIHW at·; p Ill.
~.\1 l:mt'li UuarJ \\ill mea lhur· ... o~t ~K ~~
~W:1fl a 111-m Rm. ~:\11, St 1U. 1\.11 ~tudcJih \~t1h it.l!.'.h

tlr ··Ui'!'<.''•lit'll" almut tl1c Sl :n .nc Ill\ lied toaucnd.
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Entertainment,.,
Homecoming Dance ..~76''
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PhCHo by- Chris Hammond

i

·The Planets
Jas111ine
•

and

The

Niffy Gritty
·Dirt Band
·

OKIE'S·

7:00p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
Friday, October 29
·Johnson Gymnasium

'-':'..,.

.y·.f~

,,~
. .. i

B.illy Speers Band
November .15 · Popejoy Hall

Traveller

Bob

with the

''·

Cadillac

I .

•

"Of Inexpensive Libations And
Eff!cocious Entertainment"

.8 ·p.m.

Free Admission to UNM Students with ID

Tickets Available At:

>'

and Guests

General Store (Both Locations) • Candyman in Santa Fe
;r
SUB Box Office for Student Discounts
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Many Take Advantage of Open Recreation

Now comes Miller
'

4t~:··.•
.• f
'-

. f

· Ott711 TM Millet B-ng Co., Mllwllulooe, Wlo.

•l'l"1. . . . . . .- -....

..

The remammg 15,365 people
using the recreational facilities were
divided into six areas: Johnson
Gym, 4, 739; weight room, 1,550;
handball courts, 1,093; auxiliary
gym, 1, 704; Carlisle Gym, 2,984;
and the tennis courts with 3,295.

The swimming pool had 10,981
swim in 29 days of operation for a
weekday average of 366 persons
and a weekend average of 245
persons.

The intramural department is a
multi-purpose organization. The
program offers informal (open)
recreation, recreational clinics, co-

recreational activities, individualdual sports, team competition and
camping equipment rentaL
There are three gyms available on
campus (in case you missed them)
for free recreation. They are
Johnson Gymnasium's main and
auxiliary gym and Carlisle Gym on
Yale.

Fred Perez is the director of the
intramural department and is
assisted by an able staff which
includes Bill Blair (who was very
helpful with this section), Dick
Baldizan, Ron Jacobson, Terry

Linton, Leslie McCreary and Bill
Silverberg. The department also
hires part-time student employees
such as life guards, sports officials,
field supervisors and work-study
clerical aids.

The
departincn t is also
determined to provide the person
that lacks sports equipment. A
variety of equipment and supplies
can be obtained on a check-out
basis.
The department satisfies the
outdoor types as well as·the indoor
types. Camping equipment can be
checked out for a fun-filled
weekend. A returnable deposit is
req4ired.
One of the most popular sports
under the department is handbalL
Because of its popularity there is a
handball-court reservation policy.
Courts can be· reserved Monday
through Friday for hour slots on
the hour from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and for hour slots from 6:30 to
9:15. The noon hour is reserved for
faculty/staff. Reservations are
made on a day-to-day basis by
calling 277·2108 or by visiting room
B37 after 7:45 a.m. on the day you
want to play. If anyone is 10
minutes late he loses his
reservation .

'

•.

By George Gesner
A head-count report taken by the
UNM
Intramural/Recreation
department in the month of
September 1976 during recreational
hours shows 26,318 used the
recreational facilities at UNM.
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Compiled by George Gesner

The fall inlramural season is
more than half over and /he excilefl!enl keeps building up. In
every form of compel ilion there are
winners and. losers. Everyone has
won in thai !hey have faced the
rigors and joys of compelilion.
Below are /he winners, some runners-up and some losers in !he
events they competed in.
Men's Flag Football: Champion:
Law School; Runner-up: Sigma
Alpha Epsilon
Final Standings
Red League
1. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
8-0
2. Alpha Tau Omega
8-1
3. Sigma Chi
7-2
4. Phi Gamma Delta
6-3
5. Lambda Chi Alpha
5-3
6. Kappa Alpha
4-5
7. Sigma Phi Epsilon
2-6
7. Phi Sigma Kappa
2-6
2-7
9. Phi Kappa Psi
0-8
10. Phi Delta Theta
.
White League
1. Law School
2. NROTC
3. Team 16
4. Coronado Wombats
5. AFROTC
5. Student Vets

6-0
4-1
3~2

2-3
1-4
1-4

Blue League
1. I Phelta Thi .
2. Bad Company
3. Dorm
3. Gomez's
5. Mountain Clowns
5. Skins
7. Paper Tigers

Brandt
Second: Odele Hunter and Judd
Conway

6-0
6-1
4-3
4-3
1-5
1-5
1-6

Women's Flag Football
Final Standings
1. Mini Pads
2. MGR Railroad
3; Pi Beta Phi
4. Chi Omega

4-0
3-1
2-2
0-4

Men's Tennis
Fraternity
Champion: Curtis Huff, Sigma Chi
Runner-up: John Brandt, Phi
Gamma Delta
Independent A
Champion: Jerry Garver
Runner-up: Judd Conway, Law
School
Independent B
First: Sid Golden
Second: Anthony Garcia
Women's Tennis
Champion: Bonnie Brandt, Delta
Delta Delta
·Runner-up: Janine Stevens, Alpha
Chi Omega
Co-Ree Tennis
First: Bonnie Brandt and John

'

Freestyle (50) .
First: Russell Peterson, Sigma Chi
Second: Vaughan Kendall, Lambda Chi Alpha
Butterfly (50)
First: Steve Ivins, Alpha Tau
Omega
Second: Tim Golden, Phi Gamma
Delta
Backstroke (50)
First: Tim Golden, Phi Gamma
Delta
Second: Russell Peterson, Sigma
Chi
Breaststroke (50)
First: Kevin Hanratty, Phi Gamma
Delta
Second: Tim Golden, Phi Gamma
Delta
Freestyle Relay
First: Sigma Chi
Second: Lambda Chi Alpha
Independent
Medley Relay
First: Lifeguards

MANAGER
MEETING'
Oct. 28
Oct. 28
Nov.4
Nov.4
No.v. 11
Nov. ll

STARTING
DATE
Oct. 30
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
No,.. 15

WOMEN'S FALL SEMESTER ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY
Spring Board Diving
Billiards Singles
3 on 3 Basketball
Bowling Singles

Photo by Migusl Gondert

Second: Halibutts
Freestyle (50)
First: Mike De Salvio, Halibutts
Second: Torn Pond, C.C. Gang
Butterfly (50)
First: Steven Steenrod
Second: Matt Shinnick, Lifeguards
Backstroke (50)
First: Kurt Miller, Lifeguards
Second: Rick Day, Halibutts
Breaststroke (50)
First: Ben Ham, C. C. Gang

I

1

i
I

j
Don't shop around - Whatever you need,
Locker Room has it. See for yourself•••
Windbreal<ers, lined or unlined/T-Shirts/Rugby Shirts
~;:,•ox1 So,eedo Swim Suits and Accessories/Warm-up Su
You name it, Locker Room has it.

,.

Second: Mark Kaune, Lifeguards
Freestyle Relay
First: Lifeguards
Second: C. C. Gang
Overall Champions

Assorted colors, all sizes

Medley Relay: Lifeguards
Freestyle: Mike DeSalvio, Halibut-·
ts
Fly: Matt Shinnick, Lifeguards
Backstroke: Kurt Miller, Lifeguards
Breaststroke:
Mark Kaune,
Lifeguards
Freestyle Relay: Lifeguards

The Intramural has a new sport Tigers are on top with a 2-0 mark as
in their bag of tricks. The sport is they beat NCHO 4-1 . and Art
soccer .. Soccer, known to people Department 2-1. Rock Stars are in
outside of U.S. as football, has second place with a 1-0 mark,
been increasing in popularity over Sigma Chi A has a .500 mark at 1the country like wildfire.
1. Art Department is 0-1 and
Soccer's popularity in New
NCHO trails with an 0-2 mark.
Mexico has been increasing at a
slower rate but it's getting there.

Medley Relays
First and Second: Lifeguards
Freestyle (50)
First: Nancy Berry, Halibutts
Second: Claudia Mora, C.C. Gang
Butterfly (50)
First: Theresa Grubbs, Lifeguards
Second: Nancy-Berry, Halibutts
Backstroke (50)
First: Claudia Mora, C.C. Gang
Second: Sarah Brown, Lifeguards
Breaststroke
First: Theresa Grubbs, Lifeguards
Second:
Kathy
Thompson,
Lifeguards
Freestyle Relay
First: Lifeguards
Second: C. C. Gang

.
;

'

The Intramural Soccer League is
divided in two leagues, I and II.
Gomez's leads League I with a 2-0
record. Santo's follows a half game
back with a sole victory (1-0). Las
Gallinas is even at 1-1. Joules is 0-1
and Crampon Kickers trails the
league with an 0-2 mark.
·
In League II the illustrious Paper

'

. I

In other intramural news the
trophy standings are beginning to
add up. For the Popejoy Trophy
Standings for fraternities, Sigma
Chi is currently~n top with 664
points. They ar trailed by Alpha
Tau Omega 46 .5, Phi Gamma
Delta 436, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
283.5, Sigma Phi Epsilon 255.5,
Lambda Chi Alpha 241, Kappa
Alpha 224, Phi Kappa Psi 86, Phi
Delta Theta 45 and Ppi Sigma Kap-

H. Cook, .N~~~'~939 New
Mexico's n
sporting
goods store,
you the
widest sel
full line
sporting goo
in the state.
We've got th
and the
game to maK.e

Men's Golf
Fraternity
First: Steve Mauer, Phi Delta Theta
Second: Tom Knoll, Alpha Tau
Omega
Independent
First: Lloyd 'Thompson ·
Second: Andy Halasz, Coronado
Hall
Overall Champion: Lloyd Thompson

i

ENTRY DUE
Oct. 26
Nov.2
Nov. 2
Nov.9

MANAGER
MEETING
Oct. 28
Nov.4
Nov.4
Nov. 11

STARTING
DATE
Oct. 30
Nov.8
Nov. 8
Nov. 15

Kicking ·off With Socc.er *******************

Co-Ree Swimming
Medley Relays
'
First and Second: Lifeguards
Freestyle Relay
First: Halibutts
Second: Lifeguards

WARM-UP SUITS from $26.95 to $44.95

In the Heady Trophy for Independent teams NROTC is on top
with 552 points. Trailing are Law
School 288, Coronado 250,
Medical School 160, Baptist

~·

'

CO-ED FALL SEMESTER ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY
ENTRY DUE
Inner-tube Water
Polo
Nov.2
Bowling
Nov.9
6 Person Basketball
Nov.9

MANAGER
MEETING

STARTING
DATE

Nov.4
N6v. '11
Nov. II

Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 15

*******************
/

FACULTY /STAFF NOON HOUR FALL SEMESTER ACTIVITY .

Student Union 158, I Phelta Tbi
150, Lifeguards !50, Bad Company'
133, CC Gang 117, Team 16 116,
AFROTC 109, HPER GA 105,
Gomez's I 00, Dorm 96, Mountain
Clowns 84, Halibutts 83, Scrubs
50, Student Vets 47, Paper Tigers
30 and Skins 27:

MANAGER STARTING
MEETING
DATE
ACTIVITY
ENTRY DUE
Basketball
Nov. 2
Nov. 4
Nov. 8
All manager meetings are mandatory. They are at 4 p.m. except for
Faculty/Staff who meet at 12 noon. The meeting place for men's
managers are in Room 120, 124 or 154. All others are in Room 230
(Intr;mmral Office). All start dates are subject to change.

I
l

15.95
ACRYLIC WARM-UP SUIT
100% Creslan acrylic, royal blue with white
trim. Rib-knit waist and cuffs; front zips to
turtleneck style. Sizes S, M, L, XL

20.99 adidas
STAN SMITH OR
BILLY JEAN KIN

'

Men's Racquetball
Fraternity
First: Richard Davisson, Alpha
Tau Omega
Second: Scott Hansen, Kappa
Alpha
Independent
First: Briim Fahey
Second: Bruce Whitewolf, Law
School
Overall Champion: Brian Fahey
'·Women's Racqnetb'all
Champion: Renee Lowqen

$2.95 to $6.50

(Condnu~ on Page

-

...

Reg. 24.95. Two of the
world's most popular · ~"'l·Y:.~:v.- .......-·
tennis shoes.
""·~;:s,";1
Soft leather
1 uppers.
· (BJ King has
pie sole}

49.95
FAMOUS GALIPIER
HIKING BOOT

19.95

Compare at 59.95. Full-grain waxed
leather upper with genuine Vibram so
Fully leather lined. A mid-weight
boot for comfort and service.

SALE! REG. $24.95
ADIDAS "ROM"
White leather upper for comfort
and support, new ventilated
waffle t.ongue, saw-tooth
profile tongue,

12)

paid f(lr
byUNM
\

9pm

s
0"

******************

I

STORE HOURS: 10am 'til

0

l:j

!

'·

MEN'S FALL SEMESTER ACTIVITIES

Men's Swimming
Fraternity
Medley Relay
First: Sigma Chi
Second; Phi Gamma Delta

I

I

'

ACTIVITY
ENTRY DUE
Spring Board Diving
Oct. 26
Basketball! on I
Oct. 26
Basketball 3 on 3
Nov.2
Billiards Singles
Nov.2
Bowling Singles
Nov.9
Basketball5'10" &
Nov.9
under

Women's Swimming

~

Activity Schedule

i)

0

~

6915 MENUAL NE
Mon. thru Fri./10am 'til 6pm Sat.

"----..... nemoctats

DOWNTOWN, PHONE 243-3725
9 am to 5:30 pm Monday through
Saturday. Closed Sunday.

WIN ROCK, PHONE 293-6060
10·9 Monday through Friday,
10-6 Saturday, 12-5 Sunday.

•

II.

4 PAYMENT PLANS:
•
•
•
•

Cook's Charge
Master Charge
BankAmericard
Layaway

N

co

.
~

Checkl-ist of -Champions
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Runner-up: Kim Johnson
Co-Ree Racquetball

o"
.0

'

0

Champions: Brian Fahey and Marti Zanardi
Runners-up: Rick Anderson and
Debbie Pace

-l
>.

:::
Oil

~0

u

~

Men's Table Tennis

;;!
~

Champion: Paul Campay
Runner-up: Dan Dooley

~

~

<j

"

f

I

')

>I)
~

Faculty-Staff Volleyball
Champions: HPER
Runner-up: Physics-Astronomy
Men's Handball
Standings
Economics
6-0
Fraternity
HPERGA
5-t
First: John Brandt, Phi Gamma
Civil Engineering ·
3-3
Delta
Physics-Asttonomy
2-4
Second: Gene Pachelli, Sigma Chi
HPER
2-4
Independent
Animal Resource Center
2-4
First: Joel Jones
Scholes Hall Gang
1-5
Second: Jim Kakos ·
Until
Next
time.
Overall Champion.: J eel Jones

DOONESBURY

Women's Table Tennis

-

•

Champion: Joyce Rosenblum
Runner-up: Betty Holyan

I
:)I

-Contests in Progress.

)
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I
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I
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Photo by W. 7. Hunt
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By George Gesner
In Co-Ree Softball Defending
Volleyball is right in the thick of Chumps No, I are atop the league
action this week. In men's with a 4--1 tally.
volleyball, Alpha Tau Omega is on
top of the red league with an unThe fa~ulty-staff volleyball
b'!emished 6-0 mark. Medical
School is on top of the White league sacrificed their lunches to
League with a 5-0 record. In the pop and spike and knock the white
Blue League the Iranian Team is sphere around. The final standings
yet to be defeated with a 5-0 stan- showed the Economics team with a
perfect 6-0 record and HPER-GA.
ding. ,
with
a near perfect 5-1 record. But
In Women's volleyball Keejah is
that
all
changed in the tournament
on top -of League I with a 5-0
of 2-4 teams , HPER
as
a
couple
record. In League 11 Lug Nuts are
and
Physics-Astronomy,
took first
tied with the Skins with identical 5and
second
respectively.
0 records.

/Ucu:tJMe BACK,
9ffORG t/J6 G&T

THAT PCRFliCT

1/NP/iRtiiAY,

SeASON I KNOW
YOIJ'RE. 60/Ne TO

Fraternity
First: Steve Rozzell, Alpha Tau
Omega
Second: Joe Carter, Alpha Tau
Omega
Independent
First: Tom Barela, Med School
Second: Bob Woodford, HPER
GA
Overall Champion: Tom Barela,
Med School

I .. I...

/

R£P&4T!

/

a

Women's Badminton
Champion: Leslie Holmquist
Runner-up: Mary Ellen lpiotis

AtRI6HT,

~t~Ho:S

Men's Cross Country

me

STI/1? /t!ITII
1/1/S HIBISCUS

Fraternity
First: Tim Garcia, Sigma Chi
Second: Ronnie Wheeler, Sigma
Chi
Independent
First: John Allison, Silver Harriers
Second: Web Loudat, Silver
Harriers

IN lf!S !if<?!

... Kolbert
(Continued from page I)

meetings were very intelligent and a
credit to the University. They
tended to be well informed and very
articulate,'' Kolber! said.

Women's Cross Country
Champion: Kim Scardo, Ski Team

REALLY ECONOMICAL TRANSPORTATION
Vespa Ciao mo-ped · Vespa Scooter

Kolber! admits that some of the
faculty are suspicious of his ability
to do both an acceptable job of
teaching and holding public office .

.,.

(motorized bicycle)

i

By Melanie Northrop
The popular belief that campus
health clinics are places where
thermometers 'are read and aspirins
dispensed, is quickly dispelled in
one visi.t to the UNM Student
Health Center.
"Students coming to the SHC
receive the same type of medical
care they would receive from a
private physician," said Dr. Joseph
Beres, director. of the Student
Health Center.
Eight full-time physicians staff
the clinic 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and 10 a.m. to
noon Saturday. Medical care is
available in the emergency room
after 4 p.m. Specialty clinics are
staffed by physicians on a part-time
basis. A 24-hour emergency service
is operated by physician's assistants
with an M.D. o.n back-up call.
Two new clinics, neurology and
nutrition, were recently added to
the list of health clinics which
includes; hypertension, allergy,
gynecology, mental health group,
woman's health 'rap' clinic,
internal
medicine
and
orthopoedics. Spe~ialty clinics.
include surgery and dermatology.
"Students are urged to make
appointments, but there is a walk-in
clinic for medical problems that
need immediate attention," Beres
said.
The SHC is equipped with its
own medical lab and x-ray facilities

by Garry Trudeau

65NTl&/1CN, 70

Men's Badminton

,J'

U. Health Center Dispels Myths

Runner-up: Jackie Scardo, Ski
Team

(Continued from page 10)

0

Gives Professional Assistance

YES, IT'S SCMEWHAT DEEPER THAN

'

He said he works about ten hours
a day and is careful not to let his
council work interfere with his
faculty job.

YOUR. ORDINARY POOL.. ''

. :. for more fun with great mileage
(up to 160 mpg) out of life!

JOE HEASTON MOTOR

Faculty policy states that a fulltime teacher may not spend more
than 20 per cent of his work week in
activities outside of his University
work.

•.• for low-cost transportation
(up to 100 mpg) and fun too!
1410Second NW
CO.
Phone 247·2404

at the 10-bed infirmary in the SHC.
"UNM students enrolled for six
or more credit hours are eligible for
care at the Student Health Center,"
Beres said.~ "Graduate students
enrolled for six credit hours are
eligible for care if they are graduate
assistants, teaching assistants or
research assistants. Those graduate
students preparing a thesis,
dissertation or not employed fulltime are also eligible for care at the
SHC.
The SHC is located on the second
floor of the University Co,llege
building, between Johnson Gym
and Mesa Vista Hall.
Most Center services are free of
charge,
but meals in the infirmary,
Photo by PhyiiA: Kushner
medication, certain lab tests and
Joseph Beres
· referrals to private physicians not at
that speed up the diagnosis. An · the SHC must be paid for by
immunization clinic staffed by students.
nurse specialists is also available.
The Student Health Center is
Students in need of medical financed through allocations from
supervision, or those students too student fees and money generated
sick to be· kept home but not sick from research projects conducted at
enough to be hospitalized, are kept · the Student Health Center.

- j J$!1

'
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Energy Board Tries
To Help Homeowners

Senate Candidate Petitions
Available at Student Union

~
Only nine students have picked
Among the other requirements o
up petitions to enter the Nov, 17 ·the petitioner must have attended ~
ASUNM Senate election in which UNM at least one semester prior to ~·
10 seats will be up for grabs .. the election. He must be reigstered r-<
ASUNM Brian Sanderoff said the for at least 12 hours or have paid 0'
o
lack of candidates is being their $14 activity fee.
o
attributed to a lack of publicity.
0
Petitions for ASUNM senatorial
The petitions must have 75 valid g
0
candidates are now available in . signatures of ASUNM members cr
room 242 of the SUB. Senatorial and are due in room 242 of the SUB !ll
aspirants
must
meet
the by Monday, Nov. I at4p.m.
~
. requirements of 2.0 cumtdative
A meeting for senatorial •.....
grade-point
average
and candidates will follow on Nov. 4 in ~
maintaining it while in office.
room 231-D of the SUB at·B p.m.
0'1
~()

-<

·Qu~llty equipment
for
•hiking
•backpacking

•bicyGiing
· •ski touring

Lco-oP SAVINas PROGRAM

I

"
265-9190
• since 1967:

t1ail haul
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Video
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THIS IS A CHALLENGE'
.
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FoodrD
Speeialists ·

Homemade Soups Daily
Breakfast • Luneh • Dinner•
3 Dai~y Meal Speeials
All Meats From Keller's Farms
AU Organic/No 'Preservatives

· · ·.Egg Creams
Freshly B~ked Turkey
·. Also

Vegetarian $pecials Dai~y
··

2933 Monte Vista NE ,
Right Behind The Triangle
0

W

Two thrillers
for the price of one

Now ·open Daily!

"Cr!J of the Banshee"
o.nd

9:300-4:30

•

.

"Count Yorgo. Vo.mpire"

arbe~rwlfp

~i&n~e~

StClrts Frld<l!l '1

.At.

Complete Xeroxing,
Ditto & Mimeographing
•

Discount Photo Processing

WOODY ALLEN
_

·.

ZERO MOSTEL
HERSCHEL
WITH

En~
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ASUNM Duplicating Center

"THE FRONT" _
·

~
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1:30-3:30-
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$100 Worth of Pizza Coupons
Given Awo.y To Fllst 50 Couples25 movie Po.sses To The Second
· 25 Couples

tlt!J §ell . ·i!!J·

.Exs
.
~n~

All Seo.ts $1.50
rn;:;'l A
@.! ~=

..

Room 215 SUB
,. ·.·

'.!

277-t;;528

(across from Casa del Sol)

~
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En3
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If you are one of the thousands of students and pro- ~n~
fessors at UNM who are skeptical about the reliability of ~~~~
Christianity, or are cynical concerning its acceptability, ~n~
you are challenged to attend a presentation of evidence
that demands a verdict. Dr. Ken Touryan, the manager M
of aerothermodynamic research at Sandia Labs, with a En~
Ph. D. from Princeton in engineering. science, an M.A. in ~t3
physics from Princeton, and an M.A. in mechanical ~
~ ~
~
engineering from USC, will present a talk entitled WHY ~S
JESUS-SCIENTIFICALLY, designed to support the claim ·
that christianity is acceptable on the grounds of scientific En3
evidence. Contrasting evidence and Oplmon is en- 'n~
couraged following the talk. If you believe that Christ- ~·~~
ianity is <;~n outdated, unscientific, psycholog cal crutch, ::u~
~. 1~
we challenge you to bring a friend, your roomate, your ~: 1~
•"~~~.;i
professor, and your intellect and examine the facts.

M

..

M

YOU HAVE BEEN CHALLENGED! i:~i
w

If Christianity is a fraud, come speak out - Thursday
evening, October 28 at 7:00 p.m., in the Student Union
Building, room 250 A.
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Sponsored by Albuquerque Christian Fellowship
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By Lynda Sparber
attic space, types of windows, and
The New Mexico Energy use of air conditioning.
Resources Board (ERB}, in
Attached to the questionnaire is a
conjunction with the Federal . self-help booklet titled "How to
Energy
Administration,
is Save Money by Insulating Your
sponsoring Project Conserve-a Home." It details the appropriate
voluntary program to help uses and places for the different
homeowners save money and types of insulation: mineral wool,
conserve energy.
cellulose, foam, foil, vermiculite
ERB sent out a questionnaire to and perlite.
homeowners to evaluate possible
The
responses
to
the
energy-wasting features of the questionnaire will be received and
homes. After the reply is sent back processed by a computer. The reply
in, the homeowner will receive a will calculate costs and' savings for a
personalized recommendation for home if the owner installs storm
home improvements.
windows, storm doors, ceiHng
Unfortunately, the program does insulation, caulking, weather
not apply for apartments and stripping or adjusts the thermostat
10-3 Daily
mobile homes.
setting.
The program Is entirely voluntary
In The SUB 8nllroom
The program is operating a tolland costs the home owner nothing.
Sponsored B_y Student Activities
The questionnaire asks general free information line at 1-800-4327970.
questions, such as when the home
was built and the average indoor ~~··:r:••i;i·~:r:·~~··:r:,.;r.:••:r:•t;;i••:.e:••:t: :a:.•••••:a:••:a;•:t;••ifi••:;:••:t:'4'•:t:••;;:••:t:..ii:''itii''i;;''iti..ir:''ir:''iri'•iii••iii:•·~··:a:..:tS~
• ..................... ..,..... ,:r., ..:~:. •:i:t .~••!1:..7.tt•••••7.••?.••:::••.•.••.•.••.•.• ~................................................................. ,;.~:,,%••~., •
temperature during the winter.
The more specific questions
I
concern types and use of doors, :~:
~
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As They Prepare for Homecoming Clash
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W·eisberg's Flute Comes Alive at Last

'""
....

~

Winter Strikes the Lobo Gridders Suddenly!

~

u

0•

Tim Weisberg Live At Lasti/Tim guitar? A live recording of Tim drum. This first song is titled "The
Weisberg/ A&M SP4600
Weisberg and Co. from Doug Good Life" and could be m11sic for
0
.-<
Review by Daniel Gibson
Weston's
Troubadour
in hanggliding or sailing,
;>,
What
record
might
open
with
a
Hollywood
is
the
answer.
:;::1
oj
soaring flute, emphasized and
The record opens with a fast few
0 puncuated with a lot of cymbals, an minutes, then slows with a
Both sides of the reco~d g~n~nh
0
u
't
d
I
d
synthesizer,
Tim's
flute,
and
a
.
stop,
The songs begin an en Wit
b
1 _ar_a_n--:a
__
ea_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ changes of pace and instruments ..
'><! -o-rg_a_n_,_a__a_ss_g_u_
Toward the end of the first side
"
~
there is an occasional organ
:;:
interlude as the music slows and
"'
lowers in volume. The last tune,
..;
rl
"Your Smiling Eyes," drops
almost to silence, with just the flute
~
of
T. W ., then. is rejuvenated with
p.,
an easily· followed drum. An
echoing flute begins. It is joined by
a xylophone that lightly ,plays
behind and with the flute.

0

.0

z

.,
'<I

"'

I

Side Two begins on the opposite

··'

end of the pace scale from the cut by a high-pitched flute, lulls,
ending of Side One. There is a · and on... It ends with a savage
drum, a bass anct' a guitar. Tim's drum solo, and finally T.W!s flute.
flute is heard for a few bars, then
disappears for several minutes. This
. Filling out the record is Lynn ·
is the rocking highlight of the Blessing on the organ, vibes,
record. When the flute again is acoustic piano, synthesizer, and
heard the ·musk echoes the first string ensemble. Playing guitar is
song on Side One, and the music Todd Robinson and Doug
becomes mellower and much Anderson is on Fender bass. Ty
prettier,
Grimes is the fine drummer and
Bobby Torres mans the congas and
We then hear a bored drum, a
percussion.
lazy, low guitar and a gentle steel
flute carry several minutes of
"California Memories." There is
If you're a flute fan, or just
another radical change as a guitar would like some music to float
and intensive drum take the helm, around your house, taking an
creating a Santana-like sound.
occasional ricochet off the ceiling
From there it's a series of fast and walls, give T. W. Live At Last a
spurts and calms, hard drumming spin.

~IT's

Cellist Honegger
PIQys. Keller HQII

TI-JWE PAGE:
fTH

TOtAATo

SPors."

Following standing ovations in
Paris;
London,
Berlin,
Montevideo, Singapore, Tokyo,
Peking, Amsterdam and Athens,
Swiss cellist Henri Honegger will
appear in concert Sunday; Oct. 31,
at 4 p.m. in Keller Hall in the Fine
Arts Center at UNM.
Sponsored. by the music
department and the New Mexico
Federation of Music Clubs,

Bene Sandwichei

'Clams'
To Play
.On mall

Now 2 Locations
1601 4th NW 243-2543 Mon. thru Fri. 10-3
2805 San Mateo NE 881-7799 Mon.thru Sat.l0-8 Sun 10-3
Rear Parking

Don't· forget the free concert on
the Mall on Friday, Oct. 29, from
3:30 to 5:30p.m.
Playi'ng will be the band
''Clams,'' a group who plays
everything in tl}e pop-musical
-gamut from country to rock.
It should be a good way to warm
up for the free (with an ID card)
dance, 7 p.m. to 1 a.m., in the SUB
ballroom so come on out, weather .
permitting, of course. The concert
will be prl!sented by the New
Mexico Daily LOBO. The dance is
sponsored by ASUNM-PEC.

The Cultural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
I

4

.I

Honegger will also conduct a
workshop Friday, Oct. 29, from
1:30 to 3:30p.m. in Room B-117 of
the Fine Arts Center. Tickets to the
concert are $2 . for the general
public, $1 for senior citizens,
faculty and staff and 50 cents for
students at the Fine Arts Box
Office.
Accompanied by his wife, pianist
Claire Pallard Honegger, the
'sunday concert program includes
work by Couperin, Pergolesi,
Schumann, Debussy, Chopin and
Franchomme, Bartok and Martinu.
Honegger was born in Geneva in
1904
and
after
studying
architecture, violin and piano, he
decided to devote his life to the
study of the cello·. Honegger has
appeared in concert in major cities ·
throughout the world; he was the
first Western solo virtuoso invited
to. perform in concert for the
Peoples Repul/lic of China.
The cellist is recognized around
the world as the leading interpreter
of Bach, He was the first cellist to'perform the entire set "of Bach's six
unaccompanied Suites in New York
City in 1950 and the first to
perform them during the Dutch
Music Festival in 1958.

Alan Blith of the London Times
said, "A recital devoted entirely to
Bach's works can be something of a
stamina test for players and
audience alike, but not when an
artist of such refinement and
sincerity as Henri Honegger is
giving 'it. His readings ·never lapse
into romantic excesses, nor happily
go to the other extreme of dogmatic
dryness. More positively. this
middle way is always attentive to
long line, to the nuances that bring
out the subtlety of Bach's writing
and in faster movements to the
composer's particular rhythmic
boldness."

TtiViQ
Question

Who.t ho.ppened
to the muro.ls
In Zlmmermo.n
Llbro.ry?

Arts

&
mediQ
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By Tim Gallagher
Winter came quickly to New
Mexico and it struck the UNM
Lobo .football team as it prepared
for Saturday night's Homecoming
game with the New Mexico State
Aggies.
Wednesday afternoon at practice
the players jumped around to keep
warm. Quarterbacks blew on their

hands to keep them from getting
numb. The wide receivers could
keep their hands in their pockets.
There wouldn't be much passing on
this Wednesday afternoon.
Coach Bill Mondt kept running
back and forth from offense to
defense to keep an eye on both, as
well as to keep warm.
Mondt said Monday he thought
the Lobos would have no trouble
getting mentally prepared for the
Aggies, despite the fact that they·
have. been eliminated from the
Western Athletic Conference title
race.
"We have a lot of New Mexico
players on this team and I'm sure
they are going to be ready for New
Mexico State," said Mondt. "They
(NMSU) are not as bad a team as
their record indicates.''
Meanwhile, in Las Cruces, it
snowed on the Aggies.

Thursday

Ten from the show
of shows
Sid Ceaser's
Classic fifties
television comedy

I

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSI'l'Y OF· NEW MEXICO
PRESENT

John Raitt

Stick Your Neck Out.

andan

'·All Broadway Cast, Chorus and Orchestra
in

The Hit Musical Comedy
. .

··Shenandoah
· ·A foot Stomping, Rousins, Hit Musical
Raucous, Pleasurable & Tuneful

Tonight!
Tickets· $9.00, $8.00, $7.00, $6.00, $5.00
·
t.JNM Students - Yz Price
Tel277·3121

•

Take on the
challenge of
helping others
help themselves.

Friday

Swastika

'

.

Peace Corps

*

. Vista
Reps On Campus
TC>doy & Tomorrow
Interviewing Seniors
&Grads:
Placement Office
Mesa Vista Hall &
Law School Placement
Today Only!

Freezing r,.·
Practice; l' .
Hot Trivia I

tJ
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~0

(

I

Bill Mandt (right} watching the Lobos go
through practice in yesterday's
freezing
temperatures. Some kept
warm by running (left).
And while on the sub·
ject of degrees, what were
the warmest and coldest
temperatures the UNM
f~otba/1 team has ever
played a game in? What is
the coldest arena the Lobo
basketball team has ever
had to play in?
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FINALS BEG
TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE?
Our half-a-million graduates know it' works.
We want to prove it to

Bored
Skaters
To Contest
• A skateboard contest for persons
ages 6 and up will be held in the
parking lot of Montgomery Plaza
this Friday and Saturday.
The course will be set up in the
parking lot of the shopping center
at Montgomery and San Mateo
NE.
Qualifying will be from 1 to 5
p.m. on Friday and the top 10
skaters from all age groups will
compete Saturday at 1 p.m. for the
championships.
Entry forms are available and entry fees can be paid at Pop Tops,
#138 Montgomery Plaza.
There will be a skateboard
exhibition from 1 to 4 p.m. today.

X
()'
0

DON'T KEEP PUTTING IT OFF!
The load will only get worse, and the time
shorter. Do something about the way you
read

..,

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

is of·
fpring a special 4-week accelerated cour:;e which
will end bei'ore finals! Class me.~ts twiee a week for 8
hours per <;ession. Drill sessions -- not mandatory
but extremely beneficial to the students -- will be
held once a week for I hour per drill.
This is the same course taught to Pr€sident Kennedy's staff-- the same course which usually meets
forB weeks-- same amo\lnt of instruction --designed
for thr busy, over·burdened student who must get
that rt'ading- done before finals!

PRICE COVERS
--GUARANTEE of at least 3 times the
original rea.ding rate with a good or better
e.omprehension
all c·lass
. --COMPLETE COURSE
materials supplied by Evelyn Wood
--LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP ... rcpeat the~
course anywhere it's taught...unlimited
number of times... and Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics is taught internationally
as well as nationally

IF you need to get that reading done .
IF you need better power of concentratiOn
IF you've wanted to be a speed reader hut
felt you haven't had time
NOW IS THE TIME -- and you'll he
through in only 4 weeks -- just in time for
finals!

To Schedule a Free
Introductory Lesson
or for more
Information ...
Call 266-7322

•

TONIGHT
The Killing of a
Chinese Bookie

Last Night
Room 250-D UNM SU 8

SUB Theatre

6:00 or 8:00pm

Saturday

'.
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MARIA, SORRY I'VE been away so long, Did you
see Ihe Grinderman on campus? I undersland he'll be
there again Friday, If you smile at him & say "hi,"
he'll give you a coupon good fq( a free son drink w/a
grinder or grinder pocket purchase, Smile at himand I'll meet you at lhe Grinder for lunch. Love,
Giuseppe, I 0/28

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
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1.

PEUSONALS

FROZEN YOGURT COMING to Albuquerqueonly at the Posh! II/IS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, JOE! HOW does il feello be
legal? Don' I forget, Friday is ~till a working day, so
don' I •omecrocked. US & (WENDY). 10/28
HAPPY DIRTHDAY ANDY-my love. JS

10/28

PETITION~;- FOR SENATE elcclion& availabl;
Room 242 SUB. Due November I.

10/29

ACROSS

1 Chemise
6 French city
.10 Have a
desire
14 "Paddle
one's own

Islands

LOST & FOUND

LOST: MESA VISTA-kitten, cream, blue eyes,
male, 277-5839,242-4657, 10/28
LOST: PAIR OF rd, wht, blk ski gloves. Sentimemar
value, Irreplaceable. Reward offered, 256-7958.
11/3

TODAY SEEMS TO be a popular day for birthdays;
nevertheless, happy birthday, Lawrence, Your
friends, I 0/28

FOUND A BRACELET In Woodward Hall, Rm.
149, Describe and claim. Rm. 1'31, Marron Hall.
11/3

OH, AND HAPPY belated birthday-Rick.

LOST: LARGE, MALE, nantucket bay retriever,
Golden red !-year old. 277-S561, 843·9527. 11/3

CLAUDIA, HAPPY BIRTHDAY to you.
HAPPY 22nd BIRTHDAY, Cheryl.

10/28

HAVE A NICE day gorgeous. T.C.
-----·---------

!0/28

-~-

I0/28
10/28

LOST:. SMALL BLACK pocketbook containing important IDs, Reward. JD number 585-04-4226, D.
Martinez, Call277-6273, 11/2

--~~--~~---~--

FOUND BY JOHNSON gym. Male grey and white
huskycollie cross puppy. To claim cal! 345-0517 after
10:00 a.m. and before !Op.m, 11/2

TUTORING. ENQLISH GRAMMAR and campositiqn, Recent UNM graduate. 2S6-7420. 11 /I

TODAY'S C.:-=-=-=-RDSSWDRD PUZZLE

UNITED Feature Syndicate

2.

3.

SERVICES

PAINTING INTERIOR EXTERIOR free. For
estimates, call evenings, 898-0810. 1114
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and ?holography
Gallery Is !1 block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service. tfn
MODELS NEEDED FOR new cuts and' Herra hlghlighling. Call Tijeras Hair Company, 255·5544,
10/28
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES now
forming-35mm. 4-week concentrated session tausht
by professional photographer in luxurious Lomas
Professional Building. Call 294·8937 for more information. Studio 101. 10/28
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in lownl Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Call 265·
2444orcomcto 1717GirardBivd, NE. tfn

Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:

r.T:-r.-Y:"T~

42M~S

modifier
44 Blurted out
45Behaved
badly: 2
words
4 7 Fruit skin
48 Elevate
15 Showing
49 Kith and·-·
talent
50 Tower
16 Rectangular
5 4 s urg 1ca 1
•
p1 1as 1er
cuts
17 Slavic Tony 57 Devious
18 Transportation
method:
Slang
co,
employee: ·58 French river
of
2 words
force
59 Make a slow
relinquishment 37 Show biz
20 Fire: Slang
journey
11lncome
garment
21 Small piece · 80 Art gallery
source
38 Below zero
22 Prevent
61 La femme
12 Noun
'period: 2
23 Earn
82 Perceives
endings
25 Bridge
words
83 Rate of
13 Poker Flat
40 Carnival
stratagem
motion
creator
27 Rely
·devices
19 Spoke
30 Return in
41 Weight unit
interminably:
DOWN
43 Wish
31 ..kind
_____ .
2 words
1 Crust on a
44Coai
21 Command
Brand":
wound
container
24 Columnist
Hawthorne
45 Get----2 Tanoan
---Landers
story
Indian
out of
25 Ferment
·32 On
3ln the
46 Weiland
cfay
-----:
direction of 26 Roman road
27 Half: Comb.
33 Sticky earth
4 Shoes
Watercourse
form
36 Tract of
5 Decimal
47 Hazards
open land
system unit 28 Collar type
49 Leg joint
29 Of speech
37 Become
6 Airplane
51 Make eyes
sounds
gradually
section
at
30 Closer to
less
·7 Touch
-52 Drug plant
maturity
38Wax
53 Sever
against
32 Lively
39 Motel of
8 Letters
55 Verb
dance
yore
9 Actor--contraction
34 Stimulate
40 Sovereign
Sparks
56 Mine yield
35 No lon
41 TheFr
57
10 Docu

LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Pro·
fessional Educators of New Mexic9, Inc. 842·
5200, tfn
POTTERY CLASSES, HANDBUILDING w/porcelain. Caryn Ostrowe instructor, $65 for 10 weeks.
242-2425 or 836-7285 or write Mojo Pottery, lll5V,
Central NE, 87106. Classes begin Nov. 2nd. 10/28
QUALITY: HUNTER PAINTING CO, Repairs·
glazing, carpentry, screening, guucrs, Licensedreferences, 243-2505. 1111
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES now
forming-35mm, 4-week concentrated session taught
by professional photographer in luxurious ):.omas
Professional Building. Classes begin November 2.
, Call 294-8937 for more information. Studio 101.
1111

4.

a-----

CLOSE-OUT FAMOUS brand 12V CD ele~tronic
ignition $37.95. Regularly $54.9S. 268-5490, Electronic Ignition Sales. 11/3
EARLY BIRDS-ELEGANT omelets. We open
7:30a.m. Bakery Cafe, 118 Yale. 11/1
TURN ON TO slcreo tuners: Pioneer, Sansui, Kenwood, Yamaha, Jensen 24" tower speakers. Will
sacrifice equity. Ask for Ben or Jack, 255-7534.
Jl/2 .
.
1967 GHIA: AM-FM, 8·track, rebuilt engine,
$400.842-6753. I J/2
NECCHI SEWING MACHINE, buuonholes, blina
hems, fancy designs, wilhout attachmenls.
Regularly $109,j0, only $27 .so. 255-7535. 1112

GITANE TRACK BIKE;-nceds tires,
765-5726 after6:30, II /I

b~ake

NEW 'FROM BJRKENSTOCK Footprinls, only at
Wild Rose. 2910 Central SE. I 0/29
HOT SOX 1000/o cotlon underwear from lollipop
and more clolhes from around the world. Now at
Wild Rose, 2910 Central SE. 11-6, 6days. 10/;29
BLACK LES PAUL copy w/case, Excellent condi·
tion, SilO, 10-spced excclleqt for around 1own S60.
299-4839. 11/1
RECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good selec·
tion, good people, L P Goodbuy, 3701 Cenlral NE
(across from Fat Humphrey's). tfn
CRAIG 8·TRACK CAR stereo, assorled tapes in·
eluded. $60.00. Pan, 242-2901. II/I
BICYCLES. TWO NEARLY new 5-spccds, Little
ole lady -and old man drove to church only. $55.
256--7420. 11/1

paid for
byUNM
Democrats

NEW COLOR TV. Big screen, solid state. N~w 10·
year warranty. Assume payments of$7 ;oo per nwnth,
255-7535. 11/2
1973 HONDA 750-4 16,000 miles. Good condition.
$1, 100,00, 881-9296 after 5:30p.m. 11/2
PLANT LAYOFF has forced us to repossess new
1977 Kirby. Take over payments $7.47 a month, New
warranty. 255-7534. 1112

COPIES

1974 PLYMOUTH DUSTER 360-$1900; 1973 Ford
Pinto Runabout-$1400; 1972 Ford Pinto-$1050: 1971
Cheyrolet Station Wagon-$1300. Parking lot vacuum
and trailer $1200. For further information contact:,
Cilizen's Bank of Albuquerque, 298-8777. 1112
Kl RIW'S $62,SO. New
7534. 11/2

)0-year warranty, 255-

BICYCLES: WE HAVE the lightest weigh! for the
money you can buy, Some on sale. R.C. Hallett's.
R43-9378. 1fn

5.

FORRENT

COUPLE (PAIR) WANTED to share 2-br house
near campus. Non-smokers, 110 pets. $100/mo. Utilities included. 256-3487. 11/3
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share house. $90/mo
includes Ulilities. Dcposil, Call Johti or Phyllis, 2471921. 11/3
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR 2·bedroom fur·
nished. Clean house near campus. $95/mo including
utilities, 265-9291, 2774919. 10/28

FEMALE ROOMMATE TO sharcJ-bedroom house,
266·9740. II 12

BRAND NEW TAKARA i;)jcycle. After 5:00, 242·
0607. IllS

----'----~--.,-

fitted.

BICYCLE BERTIN AMATEUR racer. Excellent
condition $140 or best offer, 2434171. 10/28
NORDICA SKIBOOTS lOVz, used once. $25, 843·
6078. 11/3

TECHNicS TURNTABLE SALE: all models, ex·
ample SL·I300, $243,00. Kent, 268.0333. I 1/3

-- -

MUST SELL IMMEDIATELY. 1971 Camaro Z-28.
High performance engine, plus many more racing
pmts. For more information call 867-27S7. 10/29

4-BEDROOM HOUSE, $325 per month. UNM area,
256-9461. 11/1

PRIDE MOTORS NOW open Tues,-Sat. 8:30·5:30.
Offers complete, compelent service of all imports.
Specializing In sports and touring autos, 256-1763.
11/10

----~-

WE ARE LOOKING for un NBA graduate of UNM
to be operation manaser. Salary $10·12,000. Send
resume to bo~ 3865, Albuquerque871 10. 11/2

1960 JAGUAR MKII 3.8. Good running condition.
Cali842·8148 before 9:30a.m. 10/29

SACRIFICE: $1300 Pentax ES outfil, 3 lenses, accesspries, strobe 550. 294·8937. 10/28

HANGGLIDER: ICARUS II biplane with extra
ribs and fabric, strong construction. After 5:00,
881-1859. 11/3

--~~-----------------

WANTED: PARTTIME EXPERIENCED tellers.
Apply in person Ci1izen's Bank, Louisiana NE. Mr.
'Dolan. I 0/29
· '

·EARLY BlRDS-elegalll omelets I We open 7:30
~.m. Bakery Cafe, 118 Yale. 10/29

LARGE CLEAN EFFICIENCY, reasonable rent.
Call344-1154. J0/29

FORSALE

RESIDENT DIRECTOR FOR shelter-for bauered
wives. Administrative and social work. Experience
desirable. Salary plus room and board, 843-7370.
11/1

6.

EMPLOYMENT

INTERVIEWERS. PART-TIME WORK, Opinion
Research, No soliciting. No selling, we train. Flex·
ible hours. Apply in person 104, 251 Wyoming NE,
Marketing Services of New Mexico. 11/4
OVERSEAS JOBS-SUMMER/year-round, Europe, S. America: Australia, Asia, etc, All ficlds.$500·
$1200 monthly. Expenses 'paid, sightseeing. Free
information. Write: International "Job Center,
Department NB, Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704.
ll/15

•

POSTAL.®
INSTANT
PRESS
2818 .Central S.E.
265-3435

Free Clinic
Scott Harmon from
Rossignal Skiis

will presenT an in-store clinic
Friday evening at 7:30 p.m.
He will cover the manufacture,
use, care and waxing tech·
niques of fiberglass x-country
skiis.

2320
Central

Y·OUR SKILLS, EDUCATION, ENTHUSIASM
pays big REWARDS in the Peace Corps. All majors
urged to apply. Call277·2636 for an on-campus interview or stop by our office, Orlega 229, Tuesday,
Thursday, or Friday afternoon 3:30-5:00. I Ill

Ave.S.E.
268-4876

PART-TIME HELP WANTED during lunch. Hours
flexible. o\pply Frontier Res1auran1, 2660550. 10/29
EXCELLENT INCOME POTENTIAL! For person
wilh leadership, initialive, PT. Schedule interview,
255-1353. 5·7 p.m. 10128

HAPPY

Halloween
Party

21st

Sat. Nite - Oct. 30

Inquire At

Jigg's Pool Hall
Ask for Frank or Chris

1(2 hr. FREE pool
with this coupon
Behind Perr 's Pizza

New Mexi·.co
.
D·ailyLoba
..

BIRTHDAY::
LAWRENCE
MAES

RL

(Zogi)

JT

Want Ads say it
in a Big Wayn

Class.ified Advertising Rates
'1~ per word, $1.00-minimum charge
5 or more ti~es-~ per word·
Terms Cash in advance

Pl~ase

place the followi~g classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
under the heading (circle one): 1.
times beginning ~
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For'Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous

Marron Hall, Room 132
-Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico /
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131·

Enclosed$ ~-~(?lqced by
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